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ASL satisfies increasing demand for true failsafe functionality with electro-hydraulic KEH series from Quifer



	21 December, 2021
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Independent provider of valve automation products, Actuated Solutions Ltd (ASL), reports that it continues to see demand grow for its KEH series of quarter-turn actuators from Quifer.







Hydroscand launches new H60D swager



	16 December, 2021
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In 2020, Hydroscand Machine AB launched a range of lightweight crimping machines. The company reports that these have proved to be extremely popular due to the genuine portability of the H16LW handheld machine and the significantly reduced weight of the H24LW, meaning service vehicles fitted with this machine can carry 50kg additional stock.







Neilson Hydraulics & Engineering expands



	14 December, 2021
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Sheffield-based Neilson Hydraulics & Engineering Ltd – producer of power units, hydraulic systems and supplier of a wide range of hydraulic components – has moved from its factory in Catcliffe to larger premises in the heart of Sheffield’s engineering quarter on Sanderson Street to expand its in-house manufacturing and design capabilities.







Bunting launches new shredder feeder conveyors



	09 December, 2021
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The new shredder feeder conveyor from Bunting-Redditch combines with either a magnetic separator or metal detector to protect a shredder or granulator from metal damage. Bunting is a designer and manufacturer of magnetic separators for the recycling and waste industries. The Bunting European manufacturing facilities are in Redditch, just outside Birmingham and Berkhamsted.







Hydroscand UK builds community links with local school



	07 December, 2021
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Rebecca Galley, managing director and Aaron Goffin, sales manager, from Hydroscand, were invited to Albany Junior School recently. Rebecca said: “The invitation formed part of the Head Teacher’s plans to share ideas with the children about careers and opportunities beyond education."







See the Hayley Pneu-Saver and more in-action at Fluid Power & Systems 2022



	02 December, 2021
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Hayley Group, one of the UK’s foremost value-added suppliers of leading-brand engineering components, consumables, and related support services, will again be exhibiting at Fluid Power & Systems in April 2022, with team members from their specialist Fluid Power division staffing the stand.







MP Filtri launches aggressive fluids edition portable particle counter



	23 November, 2021
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MP Filtri’s state-of-the-art LPA3 particle counter is now available for use with phosphate esters and aggressive fluids. The new ‘aggressive fluids’ edition can now be used with Skydrol1 and HyJet2 and has been upgraded for industry with specialist seals, a new internal architecture, and a new firmware suite.







Anaerobic digestion ‘dangerously overlooked’



	16 November, 2021
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In August this year, the Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published its sixth assessment report on climate change which painted an alarming picture of the global effects of climate change and the need for immediate action to reduce the impact of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions on the environment. Matt Hale, international sales & marketing director, HRS Heat Exchangers, looks at the details.







Hydreco Hydraulics Italia exhibits at EIMA Show



	11 November, 2021
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Hydreco Hydraulics Italia exhibited at EIMA International 2021 from 19 to 23 October 2021. The international exhibition of agricultural mechanics was held in the Bologna exhibition centre on a total area of 375,000 sqm.







Particulate solutions from Filtertechnik



	10 November, 2021
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Filtertechnik offers a range of patch test kits and laser-based and digital imagingbased portable particle counters.







Enerpac trolley system for Amico super and mega yacht refit and repair shipyard



	02 November, 2021
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Enerpac Heavy Lifting Technology has supplied a heavy lift trolley system to super and mega yachts refit and repair specialist, Amico & Co, for lifting and transporting yachts weighing up to 4000 ton. An integral part of Amico’s new ‘ShipLift’ expansion at its Genoa shipyard, the Enerpac trolley system allows Amico to significantly increase its shipyard infrastructure with six new work slots for additional mega yachts of up to 95m.







Hard-to-handle fruit, veg & poultry waste proves easy pickings for Seepex BTM pumps



	27 October, 2021
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A sophisticated chopping, pumping and waste removal solution from progressive cavity (PC) pump specialist Seepex UK is making light work of previously challenging by-products from whole chickens, potatoes and cabbages to peelings and fruit stones. The BTM range is not only cutting food producers costs, it’s also improving their standards of hygiene and health & safety.







Holmbury launches new website and Traceparts database



	20 October, 2021
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Holmbury. a leading supplier of hydraulic couplings and valves has announced that its new website is officially live. A great deal of work has gone into the new website to improve the customer experience and offer a wealth of information and downloadable content.







Handheld hydraulic data logger designed for a broad user profile



	12 October, 2021
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Webtec’s new HPM7000 handheld hydraulic data logger has been designed to meet the demands of a broad user profile, including those involved in hydraulic system diagnostics, test stands, pre-dispatch inspection or research and development.







Hydraulic hoses – The advantages of an integrated systems approach 



	04 October, 2021
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 A Gates hose assembly is much more than the sum of its components, it is the combined result of a rigorous test regime and of a tightly controlled manufacturing process, both at Gates and at the point of assembly. (Copyright: Bettina Koch, Fotoatelier Herff).      
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 A Gates hose assembly is much more than the sum of its components, it is the combined result of a rigorous test regime and of a tightly controlled manufacturing process, both at Gates and at the point of assembly. (Copyright: Bettina Koch, Fotoatelier Herff. )           
 
 




By Cindy Cookson, vice president of hydraulics global product line management, Gates,
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Smart Manufacturing & Engineering Week

05 - 06 June, 2024

NEC, Birmingham

	
HILLHEAD 2024

25 June, 2024, 9:00 - 27 June, 2024, 16:00

Hillhead Quarry, Buxton, Derbyshire UK
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